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Abstract

Algorithms are a core of Computer Science. While there are established good material and visualizations to learn about Algorithms, it is important to devise ways of active learning of algorithms through visualization. Greedy algorithms are an important class of algorithms, and it is useful to develop an effective teaching strategy for them. We have created a framework for effective teaching of greedy algorithms based on guided discovery learning approach. We implemented the framework as an system named GATutor, incorporating principles of Education Technology, software design issues, and a user friendly interface. We have constructed learning material for four areas where greedy algorithms can be applied to find the optimal solution.

In this report, we have initially discussed about our framework, its design decisions, and how it will be helpful in effective learning. Later we have described the design of the GATutor system, implementation, and challenges faced. Finally we have tried to prove the efficacy of the system by conducting learning, attractiveness and usability evaluation of the system along with future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Need and Motivation

Algorithms being core of Computer science have always demanded attention in various ways. Efforts are required to improve their teaching strategy. Earlier they have been taught in schools in a passive way. Researchers and Instructors have always been interested in finding new ways through which teaching can become more interesting. To do so it is require to visualize algorithms and make students play with it. It is also necessary to guide them at each step so that they do not divert from right path. Greedy algorithms are the most common design techniques. Though they are simple but their learning objectives demand tough teaching strategies. Because they are taught in a passive way, most students learn it by rote. There are two broad areas of learning algorithms-one is analysing the existing algorithms and other is design new algorithms themselves. If we go through a textbook, it contains only the description of greedy algorithms and then a set of problems. But each problem actually consist of description, optimal function selection, proof of optimality, coding, and complexity analysis. By making students learn through discovery, they will feel excited about learning algorithms as explained in [3]. To make students understand each of this we need to build a active learning system. 

Polya [9] remembers the time when he was a student himself; he was always perturbed by the question: Yes the solution seems to work, it appears to be correct; but how is it possible to invent such a solution? How could I invent or discover such things by myself? According to us with some prerequisite knowledge, stimulating questions, providing hints can help a student to bring an algorithm right from scratch. 

We feel that with the availability of some prerequisite knowledge, timely hints, and stimulating questions posed by the instructor, one can always encourage students to redesign an algorithm right from scratch.
1.2 Overview of work done

1.2.1 Goal
We need to design a system that encourage the students to redesign an algorithm right from scratch with the availability of some prerequisite knowledge, timely hints, and stimulating questions posed by the instructor.

1.2.2 Theory Involved
We have designed a framework for teaching of greedy algorithms based on guided learning approach. Framework contains learning goals from shallow to deep. Proof of optimality is also provided with the help of contradicting examples. It is difficult for a teacher to make students learn all these principles in a passive way and to make them practice with a variety of questions. Our system gives answers of various learning objectives at higher levels of blooms taxonomy also as explained in later sections.

1.2.3 Overview of System
This is a joint project work done along with Mukund Lahoti as presented in his thesis [12]. We have implemented the framework as a online visualization system to teach greedy algorithms to prove its usage. We have covered almost all areas in which greedy algorithms design techniques can be applied such as Graph algorithms which include Kruskals, prims, dijsktras, activity scheduling problem, and knapsack problem. We have used basic features of a greedy algorithm as our approach to proceed. Every greedy algorithm basically consist of a satisfying condition and selection function. Selection function can be defined as set of available candidates, returning at each step the most promising candidate with respect to some measure.

System has various modules:

- **Algorithms**
  We have covered various greedy algorithms:
  Minimum spanning tree algorithms such as Prim’s, Kruskal’s have been covered. Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, Knapsack problem and Activity Scheduling algorithms are also included in our system.

  Graph algorithms which includes prims, dijkstras has been explained in later chapters of this report. Activity scheduling problem is also a part of this report. Kruskals algorithm and knapsack problem has been explained in Mukunds report [6].

- **Implementation**
  Implementation of web pages is done using java script, css and html. We
have made the pages interactive with the user, so that user will not get bore with the system. jQuery is used for developing quiz pages as it helps to control HTML events, animations, and other interactions on a web page by adding and removing style sheet handlers.

We have used mysql database for storing students information. It stores the log information of the students, his/her sequence of visiting the pages so that we can find out a pattern of user visiting the pages.

- **A real life example**
  A real life example is included with each algorithm learning in a form of game.

- **Modules for proving wrong choice via visualization**
  To remove any misunderstanding, we have also explained why the choice of a particular student is wrong.

- **modules for right choice via visualization**
  An interactive visualization screen has been developed for making students understand their choice.

- **Quiz module**
  We have provided a quiz module at the end of each algorithm for better practice and confidence of students.

- **Login module and student tracking system**
  We have also developed a login module having database which keeps a track on students pattern of accessing our system. With the use of which we can find out the most common misconceptions of the student, we can also find out whether student is actually playing with our system or just fluking. It has been covered in Mukund’s report [6].

### 1.2.4 Results

We have conducted a series of experiments on our system. Initially in 1st stage if our system we conducted Pilot experiment on our system to know whether our system is effective or not. We modified our system as per user’s feedback and then moved on to more additions of modules.

Then on final completion we conducted testing based on system’s usability, learning and attractiveness. Results have been shown in later parts of this report.

### 1.2.5 Screen-Shots
Figure 1.1: Snapshot of Login page of system

Figure 1.2: Snapshot of Index page
1.3 Organization of this report

Chapter 2 compares our system with various other systems already present on different parameters. Chapter 3 gives the overview of our system. Chapter 4 explains the detailed design of our System. Chapter 5 consists of some experimental results. Chapter 6 presents the future work.
Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Introduction

Algorithm tutor has been main focus of our research. Inspite of covering all areas, we have focused on greedy algorithms. There does not exist many systems which mainly focus on greedy algorithms. But there are some such as GREED-EX explained in [4]. Each and every system is master in some but lack other criteria. In the later section we have provided you with the characteristics of the various system which are related to pur area of interest.

2.2 Algo tutor systems

Following are the various algorithm tutor that exist in universe:

- AlgoTutor : AlgoTutor given in [11] is a Visual Algorithm Tracer and Program Pad embedded in it. It is a basic tutor which encourages learning programming through algorithmic design. It teaches students to trace the flow of basic algorithms. It has been tested over a group of student to teach basic programs including while loop, for loop etc.

  The results were significant. It stated that teaching programming through algorithmic approach is beneficial rather than just making them learn for and while loops.

  It gives a option of drag and drop through which student can construct a new algorithm using some predefined operation blocks. It also has a program pad which represents the code generated by the student.

  It basically consist of three components as

  1. building the algorithm 2.1
  2. Executing it step wise 2.2
  3. program pad 2.3
Figure 2.1: Algo Tutor [11]

Figure 2.2: Algo Tutor [11]
Figure 2.3: Algo Tutor [11]
JHAVE-An algorithm visualization system [8]. It aims to animate algorithms which concludes that visualization of an algorithm increases its understanding rather than just reading the code of it. They are not interactive with students which makes it a little boring as students can get diverted while working on it. It supports many algorithms including graphs, Sorting, Hashing and miscellaneous.
ANIMAL [10]

It uses animation to visualize algorithms with simultaneous code view provided. As the system is not interactive with the user, it makes it somewhat bore. It supports Backtracking algorithms, Compression algorithms, Cryptography algorithms, Data structures, Graph algorithms, Graphics algorithms, Hardware-based algorithms, Hashing algorithms, Mathematics which is a good collection. But providing only animations of algorithms cannot seek the attention of a student for a longer and it is also difficult to enhance their learning process and to check whether they have learned it or not exactly.
**GREED-EX**

It is a algorithm tutor based on discovery learning approach. This system mainly focuses on greedy algorithms. It teaches two greedy algorithms—Activity selection problem and Knapsack. They use a didactic method to teach greedy algorithms [12]. The didactic method asks the student to find out all the selection functions that could characterize an optimal greedy algorithm for a given optimization problem.

There has been no guided approach followed by them. It might be possible that sometimes student might get mislead if he does get right direction. They have also not given any questions on which student can be judge. Main features of this system are students discover by himself, results table and history is provided to compare different selection functions. They have tested it on computer science majors enrolled at a university in a second-year mandatory course on design and analysis of algorithms. Results were better in experiment group in post test rather in pre-test.
Galles Visualization System [2]

http://www.cs.usfca.edu/galles/visualization/

It mainly focuses on animation of algorithm. No examples are included in the system and we cannot change the desired input. It includes Graphs, Sorting, Greedy, Compression, Numerical algorithms.
www.algoviz.org-The Algorithm Visualization Portal [1]

It contains animation of Algorithm and a portal where a collection of links to algorithm visualizations exists. It Integrates many algorithm visualization systems. Only animation is included. They basically have not build their own system.

2.3 Related Table

The following table shows comparisons of various algorithm tutor system. Same table has also been stated in Mukund’s thesis [6] as table contains comparisons of systems studied by Mukund and me.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>Educational Theory</th>
<th>Strong Points</th>
<th>Weak Points</th>
<th>Supported Algorithms</th>
<th>Drill n Practice</th>
<th>Real-life example</th>
<th>Interactive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 &quot;AlgoTutor: AlgoTutor with Visual Algorithm Tracer and Program Pad embedded in it.&quot;</td>
<td>Tutor has been tested on the university students using the concept of pre/post test and results has been shown in the paper.</td>
<td>Concept of &quot;operation blocks&quot; has been used to design correct algorithm.</td>
<td>&quot;1. It includes program pad so student can see how algo converts to program. 2. Its visualization tool helps student to debug code at each level. 3. Drag and drop interface is user friendly.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;1. Only for novice learners and does not include high level programs. 2. It is not open source.&quot;</td>
<td>basic level programs, not a particular algorithm support</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 JHAVE: Algorithm visualization system</td>
<td>Using animation to visualize algorithm</td>
<td>&quot;1. Theory embedded. 2. Quiz in between teaching.&quot;</td>
<td>Not interactive.</td>
<td>Many algorithms are supported including graphs, Sorting, Hashing, and Miscellaneous.</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ANIMAL</td>
<td>Using animation to visualize algorithm</td>
<td>1. Animation provided with simultaneous code view.</td>
<td>Not interactive.</td>
<td>All Major Algorithms provided.</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>not provided</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 <a href="http://www.algoviz.org-">www.algoviz.org-</a> The Algorithm Visualization Portal</td>
<td>Animation of Algorithm and a portal where a collection of links to algorithm visualizations exists</td>
<td>Integrated many algo visualization systems.</td>
<td>Only animation is included. Not own any system.</td>
<td>Graphs, Sorting, Greedy, Compression, Numerical</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Comparison of Algorithm Tutor Systems
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Inter-active</th>
<th>Real-life example</th>
<th>Drill n Practice</th>
<th>Supported Algorithms</th>
<th>Strong Points</th>
<th>Weak Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TGTutor</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No drill and practice</td>
<td>No drill and practice included</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No drill and practice included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy-EX</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No drill and practice</td>
<td>No drill and practice included</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No drill and practice included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATutor</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No drill and practice</td>
<td>No drill and practice included</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>No drill and practice included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discovery learning approach: Student discovers by himself, results table and history is provided to compare different approaches.

Activity Selection, Knapsack: Not provided.

Supported Algorithms: Graphs, Sorting, Greedy, Compression, Numerical.

Real-life example: Uses real life examples.

Interaction: Involvement of student 100 percent of time.

Evaluation: Based on usability, learning, and attractiveness done.

Table 2.2: Comparison of Algorithm Tutor Systems

http://www.cs.usfca.edu/~galles/visualization/
Chapter 3
Design of GATutor

3.1 Introduction
It is an Intelligent Tutoring System which follows a rule based framework to teach a particular algorithm. It helps instructors to make their students teach algorithm in an interesting way through which they can apply algorithms in their daily life.

3.2 Teaching of Greedy Algorithms

3.2.1 Teaching Strategies of other systems
Algorithms Tutor so far existed mainly focuses on teaching greedy algorithms through animation that is visualization of algorithm. Few Systems using such a strategy are Animal, Jhave. Some systems teach algorithms by using building blocks, such as Algo tutor, it gives small building block to students, by rearranging them they have to construct a logical program. But this system exists for small programs only. There is a system names Greedex which used the concept of discovery learning which allows students to experiment with different possible logics that exist and then find the optimal and correct one. But it does not guide student at any step and also does not make sure that student is learning the right logic.

Basically tutors use theory, visualizations for learning of algorithms. Some uses the concept of discovery learning but then too in very abstract form.

3.2.2 Teaching of Greedy Algorithms-Our Strategy
We have developed a rule based framework for teaching greedy algorithms. All greedy algorithms will follow the same set of rules. Our system follow recall, understand, apply, analyse and evaluate level of Bloom’s taxonomy as compared with [5].

1. Basic understanding of what are greedy algorithms (Understanding level)
2. Understanding of specific greedy algorithms (Understanding level)

3. Analysing which selection function is optimal (Analyse level)

4. Proving its optimality by showing counter examples for non-optimal questions (evaluate level)

5. Solving different such problems (Apply level)

We have used basic features of a greedy algorithm as our approach to proceed. Every greedy algorithm basically consist of a selection function and satisfying condition. Selection function can be defined as set of available candidates, returning at each step the most promising candidate with respect to some measure. Satisfying condition is a condition which allows us to.

There involve some complications in teaching these learning goals at different levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy. It is easy to teach one learning goal in a particular algorithm but difficult in other. Teaching a student to how to find out optimal selection function at each stage becomes complicated. Making him learn that the selection function he is thinking is actually optimal or not is other difficulty.

We are using guided discovery learning approach. There have been many variations of definition of discovery learning. Discovery learning as written in [7] occurs whenever the learner is not provided with the target information or conceptual understanding and must find it independently and with only the provided materials. Within discovery-learning methods, there is an opportunity to provide the learners with intensive or, conversely, minimal guidance, and both types can take many forms (e.g., manuals, simulations, feedback, example problems). Discovery learning is also a phenomenon which comes under constructivist approach. It is a approach which says that how knowledge is constructed in human beings when they are provided with existing chunk of knowledge. The applications of this approach is basically discovery, experiments, group tasks, relating to real life problems. Sweller reported that a better alternative to Discovery Learning was Guided Instruction. Guided Instruction produced more immediate recall of facts than unguided approaches along with longer term transfer and problem-solving skills (Kirschner, Sweller, Clark, 2006).

Support for the regulation the learning process in discovery learning includes various measures:

1. Model progression, such as step-by-step model expansion (e.g. expanding the complexity of the model).

2. Planning support (e.g. using guiding questions, quests or even assignments).
3. Monitoring support (e.g. show what has already be done in the simulation)

4. Structuring the discovery process (e.g. providing students with a sequenced structure such as "set-up, do, reflect").

So we have folllowed guided discovery learning so that student will not divert to wrong path. He can have of proof of his being wrong whenever he jumps to wrong choice.

Our framework is as follows:

The learning objective of our framework is to increase the interest and understanding of the student in learning greedy algorithms so that he can apply it whenever needed and will help him to learn other greed algorithm easily.

Greedy algorithms by definition consists of a satisfying condition and an optimal selection function. We have used this as a key measure to develop our system and to make student discover each step of the algorithm himself. We have covered all the areas where greedy algorithm is applied. Whenever the student gives wrong answer we give him the proof by a contradicting example. We have related every algorithm to real life to gain consistent interest from student. At the end a drill and practice session have been provided to students to increase their confidence level in the particular algorithm.

3.3 Framework
Figure 3.1: Framework for teaching Greedy Algorithms
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3.4 System Specification

3.4.1 User Characteristics
User must be familiar with basic computer science knowledge to use this system. This system is basically developed for those who are in B.tech 2nd year as greedy algorithms are taught in 2nd year of engineering but it can be used by anyone who is interested to seek knowledge.

3.4.2 Operating Environment
As System is built using Java servlet pages, MySql, Javascript, JQuery it could be run as a web based framework on any operating system which support these technologies.

3.4.3 Users of the system
Student: Student can use this system to learn various Greedy Algorithms. Students should have basic computer science knowledge of what algorithms are and should know how to use a computer based system. Students will have to interact with the system giving input whenever required by the system and then attempting the quiz module which will help them to practice particular algorithm.

Teacher: Teacher are the users of the system who will analyse the data stored by the system that how many students attempted a particular algorithm, their test score in that algorithm, the option they selected each time while going to next step. This will help teachers in knowing the common misconceptions among students.

3.5 Functional Requirements

3.5.1 User as a Student
• Student will have to register to access the system, or if already register will just have to login.
• He will need to first select a particular area where he wants to work
• Once selected a particular area, system will drive him through the algorithm.

3.5.2 User as a Teacher
• Teacher will login as admin
• He will analyze the web pages containing the tables related to the student test score, how many students attempted the test, how many completed all four areas of algorithms.

• He can also see the web page which contains a table which how many students selected a particular option of a particular algorithm.
Figure 3.2: Sequence diagram of User Activities
Chapter 4
Design and Implementation of GATutor

4.1 Introduction to system

The system is designed using following technologies: javascript, jQuery, svg images, java server pages and html. There are various design related questions that we should answer. Backend uses mysql database and structured query language to feed students log data.

My part consist of Prim’s, Dijkstra’s, and Activity Scheduling algorithms. Kruskal’s, Knapsack problem is explained in Mukund’s thesis [6]. Each algorithm learning is based on the framework shown in 3.1 Login and statistics module and its usage is explained in Mukund’s thesis [6] Initially we start by giving a real life puzzle to students , then step step by tells him how to solve it by using a particular algorithm as explained in the flow diagram. Our system consists of following modules:

- Content
- Implementation of the system
- Information storage for analysis

4.1.1 Content

Introduction to Greedy Algorithms

Initially for better understanding of what greedy algorithms are, the system initializes with a introduction to greedy algorithms. The main characteristics of greedy algorithms have been stated and an example have been visualized.

Why Greedy Algorithms

Initially for better understanding of what greedy algorithms are, the system initializes with a introduction to greedy algorithms. The main characteristics
of greedy algorithms have been stated and an example have been visualized. Greedy algorithms are very common algorithms of computer science, they are used in various areas. They are simple but require an interactive learning to let student design new greedy algorithm in a different situation.

**Finding satisfying condition**

A satisfying condition allows us to select the next candidate based on the selection function. It results in the valid output. We can exactly explain what is satisfying condition by providing you an example. Activity scheduling problem states that we need to schedule maximum number of activities from the given set of activities in given time frame. Satisfying condition in this problem would be to add next activity to our set the new activity should not overlap with the already selected activities in our present set.
Finding optimal Selection Criteria

A selection function is defined on the set of available candidates, returning at each step the most promising candidate with respect to some measure as taken from ref. We want student to find the optimal selection criteria by himself. This will not make learning boring as student himself will have to discover the optimal function apart from the fact that he will be guided if he goes to the wrong path. To make the design process explicit, we list some selection functions initially and ask learner to discover the optimal one. Optimal selection criteria can be explained by taking example of kruskal’s algorithm which results in the formation minimum spanning tree. For this optimal selection criteria would be to select edges in increasing order.

Similarly for activity scheduling problem it would be to select activities in increasing order of their end time.
Visualization of Contradicting examples

A controller has been provided which will visualize the wrong functions based on the user input. It helps in finding the proof of wrong functions and will help in removing common misconceptions from users mind. We have then used a Re-enter choice button so that student can learn from his/her mistake and can change his choice. We have used this until we take the student to right path.

Functionality of this module is to make user realize that what he is thinking correct is actually wrong. Simply saying that you have selected the wrong option we make him visualize it by showing the visualization of the wrong option selected.

Visualization is shown by using java script code.
4.1.2 Evaluation of student for each algorithm to increase his/her confidence and understanding

A quiz module has been provided which acts as a drill and practice session and increases learners confidence. It also has a option of reattempt with weighted marks provided. how quiz module is implemented-using jquery-why we have used jquery
Relating to real life problems

We have related every algorithm to real life problem so that student finds interest in solving it. We have first introduced a real life problem, asks student to solve it, and then tell him how he can solve it easily using a specific algorithm.
4.1.3 Implementation and Design of System

Java servlet pages embedded with java script

We have used JSP pages for displaying the theoretical content of the system. For coding a particular algorithm, we have used java script. It receives the input by the user and accordingly manages the content of the jsp pages, then output the respective jsp page.

Below is the code of Prim’s Algorithm. It is written in java script. We have used svg code for displaying the images, and accordingly used SVGObjectElement and SVGPathElement to detect the input from user on the image. After receiving the input we have changed the value in the images accordingly.

We have made 87 Java servlet pages consisting of java script code implementing variations of different algorithms to help student find out correct algorithm him selves.

```javascript
var arr_id = new Array("CE","EG","DI","DG","AB","DF","AC","FH");
var i=0;
function modify(e){
    var t = e.target;
    if(t=="[object SVGPathElement]"
        if(t.id==arr_id[i])
            {t.setAttribute("stroke","green");i=i+1;document.getElementById(t.id[0]).setAttribute("fill","green");document.getElementById(t.id[1]).setAttribute("fill","green");union( find(t.id[0]) , find(t.id[1]) );}
    else if(t.id=="DI" || t.id=="AB" || i==3)
        {t.setAttribute("stroke","green");var temp=arr_id[i];arr_id[i]=arr_id[i+1];arr_id[i+1]=temp;i=i+1;document.getElementById(t.id[0]).setAttribute("fill","green");document.getElementById(t.id[1]).setAttribute("fill","green");union( find(t.id[0]) , find(t.id[1]) );}
    else if(t.id=="BD" & arr_id[i]=="AC")
        {t.setAttribute("stroke","green");arr_id[i]="BD";i=i+1;document.getElementById(t.id[0]).setAttribute("fill","green");document.getElementById(t.id[1]).setAttribute("fill","green");union( find(t.id[0]) , find(t.id[1]) );}
    else alert("Sorry your choice is not consistent with the chosen selection criterion");
}

document.documentElement.addEventListener('click',function(e){if(check(e)==1)alert("Tree should not have a cycle!!");else modify(e);
    if(i==8)
        {alert("Congratulations!!");
            document.getElementById("val").innerHTML="You have formed the");
```
minimum spanning tree. Now help the government to design a topology for electricity distribution";
}}},false));
]]></script>

SVG images with clickable interface

SVG stands for Scalable vector Graphics. It is basically used to define vector based graphics for the web. As our system is web based, it was the best option for us because they are scalable, and every element and every attribute in SVG files can be animated.

We have used this property to make clickable images which gives a feel like that of playing a game. As per our input these images changes their values of different elements and objects thus making the system more interactive and interesting to the user.

JQuery used for implementing quiz module

We have used JQuery for building the quiz module. JQuery is a library of javascript that makes it easier for users to control, manage different events, animations at an html page. To show the moving bar in the quiz, to make it sure that students attempt all question and attempting a question in later attempt gives reduced marks to student proportional to the number of attempts has been taken care of.

Other Benefits of Jquery are it is lightweight and does not delay the opening of web page as other technologies do such as Flash. 4 lines written in Jquery is equivalent to 16 line of javascript code and we can easily create flash like effects using simple plugins of Jquery library.

4.1.4 Information Storage for analysis

We need to store students information, about how he traversed the system, how many algorithms he attempted, his test score in all attempts to know about his learning process. So storing student information has been prove useful for the instructors to know the statistics of the class. It can also be used to find out the common misconceptions of the class as there is a table which displays number of times an option have been selected.

The detailed design of database is shown in Mukund’s Thesis [6]. Below are the snapshots of the information which is displayed to instructor in 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Snapshot of Information displayed to Admin
Chapter 5

Evaluation of the System

5.1 Software Testing

A regressive testing has been conducted on the system to ensure that all links are working properly and the output provided at each stage is correct.

5.2 Learning and Attractiveness

Evaluation of system based on learning and attractiveness has been explained in detail in Mukund’s Thesis [6].

5.3 Usability

5.3.1 Implementation

We have used System Usability Scale (SUS) to measure the usability of the system. We took 20 Btech 2nd year students for testing our system.

5.3.2 Sample

We took 20 students, from B.tech 2nd year from IIT Bombay who were not knowing about this algorithm before. We asked them to fill a survey form to evaluate our system on different parameters.

5.3.3 Data Collection

We asked the students to fill System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire based on 4 point likert scale that is Strongly agree, Agree, Disagree and Strongly Disagree.

Following were the questions:
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.

3. I thought the system was easy to use.

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.

5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.

9. I felt very confident using the system.

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

5.3.4 Results

Following are the results shown in graphical form.
• 1: Total 16 students agree that they would like to use the system regularly for others topics also. We can infer from this as maximum students want to use the system regularly, they would have definitely found it interesting.

• 2: Only 5 students agree with the fact that system was unnecessarily complex, we also got some feedback about our changes for our user interface, implementing those can make our system more easy to use.

• 3: We can easily conclude that system was easy to use for students as not a single student was against it.
4: Students would not require need of a technical person to access the system. It is beneficial for a environment where student independently wants to learn a topic and does not have any one for support.

5: It was a ambiougous scenario for us as we got the same votes in the favour as against. We need to integrate the modules for the ease of usage of them.

6: System was not inconsistent except a few places where students were finding it difficult to click on the images.
• 7: The system can be used in schools and colleges where there are large number of students with different intellectual level, as system does not require any special skill and can be used by a normal student to learn algorithm.

![Bar chart for I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system quickly]

• 8: It can be easily concluded from the pole that system was not cumbersome to use.

![Bar chart for I found the system very cumbersome to use]

• 9: It increased confidence of the student which can infer that student was able to learn the algorithm effectively.

![Bar chart for I felt very confident using the system]
• 10: System just require you to have a basic computer science knowledge nothing more than that.

We can draw following inferences from the results:

• From the graphs we can figure out that students would like to use the system for other topics also and would prefer to use this system for studying algorithms. System was overall easy to use and user friendly which can be depicted from questions 2 and 3. The system can be used independently and it was homogeneous too. It increased students understanding of the topic.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Our system to teach Greedy Algorithms to students through visualization is ready. It contains most of the popular greedy algorithms. We have used the approach of guided discovery learning along with an interactive interface which makes this system unique in the area of Computer Science. Through Pilot experiments conducted in first phase of this project, we were able to detect the minor faults which existed in the system and it helped us to make the system more effective. We tested the system on a bunch of students to know its effectiveness and we were proved right. The system is effective overall in teaching greedy algorithms in an active way.

In near future, we would like this system to contain almost all popular algorithms of computer science with this general framework. It would be really helpful for students to study from this system as they will gain confidence while working on this system as it will make them feel that they themselves have explored the algorithm. We would also like to extend this system to built a scratch pad which will convert the algorithmic steps developed by the students into a pseudo code and then into running code where students can run their algorithm and see the code.
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